CONSTRUCTION SIGNS/FENCING
REVISED 8/14/01
SUPERSEDES 3/19/97

PRODUCTS (CONTINUED)

SIGN: (CONTINUED)

LETTERING HEIGHTS: MINIMUM 1/4" TO MAXIMUM 2 3/4" (REFER TO SAMPLE)

TEXT: TEXT IN QUOTES TO COPIED ONTO SIGN; TEXT IN PARENTHESES TO BE DETERMINED PER PROJECT.

"STANFORD UNIVERSITY"
(PROJECT TITLE)
"COMPLETION DATE" (MONTH, YEAR)
"CONTRACTOR:" (NAME)
"ARCHITECT" (NAME)
"STRUCTURAL ENGINEER:" (NAME)
"MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS:" (NAME)
"FACILITIES PROJECT #" (NUMBER)
"FACILITIES PROJECT MANAGER:" (NAME) (PHONE) (EMAIL)

CONSTRUCTION FENCING:
6'-0" METAL CHAIN LINK, COVERED WITH SCREENING FABRIC

EXECUTION

CONSTRUCTION SIGNS ARE TO BE POSTED WHEN PROJECT ENCLOSURE FENCING IS INSTALLED, PRIOR TO BEGINNING ANY SITE WORK. SIGNS MAY BE INSTALLED ON THE FENCING, AND SHOULD BE LOCATED ALONG A MAJOR CIRCULATION ROUTE, VISIBLE TO VEHICLE AND PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC. SIGNS SHALL UPDATED DURING THE COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION AS NEEDED TO REFLECT CURRENT PROJECT INFORMATION.

ALL CONSTRUCTION SITES ARE TO BE ENCLOSED AT THE WORK BOUNDARIES AS ESTABLISHED AT THE CONSTRUCTION KICK-OFF MEETING BY 6'-0" CHAIN LINK FENCING AND SCREENING FABRIC, UNLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED BY SUAPO.